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Here even with long hair, Claude shows his knowledge of Greco-Roman history
to portray in the foreground only his head with his tousled hair which Medusa,
and his taste for exoticism also adopted some of the knowledge from his
grandfather Leon spiritualists Cahun.

From artistic, political and personal point of views, she was one of the most independent
creative artists in the last century. Toyen rejected Her Name (Marie Cermínová) and chose
to PURSUE games career as an artist under an assumed name - a mysterious name without
a gender. She broke all links to family games in Favour of WHO Several friends were "bound
by choice." Toyen protested against Bourgeois Tendencies and Endorsed the anarchist
movement. She disclaimed any suggestion That she play a traditional woman's role by
leading an independent way of life and, on the other hand, displaying No Compromise for
the quality of games work.

later identified by Henri Michaux - Evokes forth the question, "Will I meet you again?" The
anagram gives her sphinx-like answer the Following:

After three fancy Roads in the Rain
awakening in your counter-image: There-
the magician! - Angel weaving yourself into
the dragon body. - Rings in the way
long, the rain, I yours.

According to the letter taken as the same question and answer.
The use of another anagram is the essential rule: "Behind this pure brow The rewriting result in
consecutive lines to seemingly nonsensical phrases, until suddenly in the last one ominous
question pops up.:

Behind this pure brow
persuaded a gentleman, traveling a sense
IRRT a star his flock,
runs a seid'ner Taurus. Hereford.
the rider deeper meaning, its

If nests behind - Irr Lake
Irr-sense, clear signal - the duck
Three Shades-Men - she tours
- An Obstacle! Savior signaller
Dinten-Lord - it is a deception?

If the anagram completed a process of decomposition and redistribute ago, then the dashes and
other punctuation marks are the visible scars.
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It would be hard to find two less suitable words in any language to apply to Rimbaud than
equanimity and magnanimity. This leaves us with Rimbaud as a sort of magician of the
sensibility — of that specifically modern sensibility invented by Blake and Hoelderlin and
Baudelaire — and an innovator in syntax, the first thoroughly radical revealer of the poetic
metalogic which is the universal characteristic of twentieth-century verse. [...] He did things to
literature that had never been done to it before, and they were things which literature badly
needed done to it . . . just like the world needed the railroads the Robber Barons did manage to
provide. (Kenneth Rexroth, Rimbaud as Capitalist Adventurer, 1957)

We tend to forget that “modern poetry” is a venerable institution. Prose poetry (Rimbaud’s own
term for what he was writing in Illuminations) had already been produced by Lautréamont and
Baudelaire; Rimbaud mentioned to a friend the influence of the latter’s work in the genre. Free
verse, today ubiquitous, was used by Rimbaud in two of the Illuminations. Yet, more essentially,
absolute modernity was for him the acknowledging of the simultaneity of all of life, the condition
that nourishes poetry at every second. The self is obsolete: In Rimbaud’s famous formulation, “I
is someone else” (“Je est un autre”). In the twentieth century, the coexisting, conflicting views of
objects that the Cubist painters cultivated, the equalizing deployment of all notes of the scale in
serial music, and the unhierarchical progressions of bodies in motion in the ballets of Merce
Cunningham are three examples among many of this fertile destabilization. Somewhere at the
root of this, the crystalline jumble of Rimbaud’s Illuminations, like a disordered collection of
magic lantern slides, each an “intense and rapid dream,” in his words, is still emitting pulses. If
we are absolutely modern—and we are—it’s because Rimbaud commanded us to be. (John
Ashbery, Fertile Destabilization, 2011)
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cognitive testube algorithms
two shoes flying the umbrella
cast-iron sandpaper events volcanic
litany seismic consciousness
lardent elementals glacier
beyond vanguard-distributed synecdoche
autonomous imperceptible waveforms
ramifying prefigured openness
disclose calrified soul-austerity
liberational banana slugs slime mold
enacting spontaneous
formlessness
clarakteristicit
mutable and deviant
underlying half-both its own porosity
much as an absolute
organization belying itself negativities
everyday multisubjective descriptions

about plantain, unbidden
is that they, central,
produce bananas considered
regions of sabbatical
cult science triploid subgroup
and sweet
subgroup and sweet
raw fruits no formal
cooking of the common

stuffed with groundnut florida
spiced ripe fish
is a popular soup tobacco
fried subgroups economically
scientific in paradise
hybrid as a foot



bananas provide reliable
texture the tenth unripe
potassium utopia charcoal

desert pulp the pulp they
are immature immersive
peels eaten with grass

vegetable or toadstool
flattened with twice-fried
cuba in puerto rico
or deep-fried in hot cheap juice
boiled either banana clothing
more believable than salt

steam-cooked yellowgreen eggs
stuffed with mashed potato
in the moss-covered
deserts of plato
we are softer than breakfast
roasted with data-bent fennel

thinly variants sprinkle
are escaped

peeled flesh is a popular
english-speaking snack
usually eaten with the native
sour cream

potato chips!

coconut shark avatar!

where is it?

during the festive appetites
along the long axis of oil



that at
but mostly in
are colorful
semiripe
five

crane th
distinctive m
capsule fruit
from cones
a long beak
and a mouse

protocarnivorous
soap seed eye
but they are
included in the
peregrinations
of eros

geranium at heaven
flowers subgrammatical
zygomorphic
circus clerk dalmatian

undressing the
devils freemason
montage

macaroni rhizome zaum zimzum
immaculate lantern
muttering rinse

magnificent platypus phantom

past-tense solo terminal
sternum philosoph
regard the inner aardvark
sanguine curriculum
subcalisthenic
simulacrum vat perennial

and/or leaf color, shape, and scent.



Lollipop is orange.
Gypsy and Melody are pink.
Melody Red and Sincerely Yours are red.
Lucille is coral.
Lotus is white.
Mrs. Henry Cox is a striking zonal geranium
with pink flowers that are upstaged by the
dramatic yellow, deep red and green
variegation of its leaves.

hedgerow geranium
hedgehog geranium
small geranium
snail geranium
meadow geranium
moat geranium
cinquefoil geranium
aluminum foil geranium
island geranium
inland geranium
oregon geranium
oregano geranium
sweet
sweat
manyflower geranium
mayflower geranium
dovefoot geranium
devilfoot geranium
yeo-madiera cranesbill
neo-dada cranesbill
spotted geranium
spitting geranium
shining geranium
shinbone geranium
mogollon geranium
magellan geranium
kauai geranium
cowhide geranium
iberian geranium
siberian geranium
australasian geranium
subsaharan geranium
garm-nohoanu



guam-nohoanu
garment district geranium
woolly geranium
woolly mammoth geranium
fanleaf geranium
fanzine geranium
cutleaf geranium
cut-up geranium
cuttlefish geranium
hook-hinahina
crook-hinahina
crooked piranha geranium

petals or
egg sociology
scarce-3-nerve
leng.5sepal
cle celar lar clear
scalpel with sparrows
0.2 uncle with
long-cane hairy cans
cut cumulus gland-margin
egggland cumulative
calendar cellar
cellular locust cyst mules
ad-axe axial 1-1r abraxas
surfictional laramie
dueling harvest combs
locomotive toothmiddle
muddle paddles puddle
psalmist firehose provost
mint-lobed geranium
plainsong codex turnip-sharp
pea-entangled
h:lox

hedge fund geranium
bush hog geranium



and) plants fruit a font
of flowers to eat
behavioral caves

consumed in navigate
juices pitched forests
have fruit bats
smaller than flying clicks

mouse-tailed horseshoe
convergence
possibly the bats evolved
in a mediterranean
debate
hypotheses (specifically
horses) capable of
flight infect the found
delicacy carried on
motorcycle tostada

mutual sausage tree
tongue blossoms
spitting baobab seeds
excrete epidermal
marlboro virus
pathways microbat talisman

umboi nendo malaita
tube-nosed
tube-nosed
tube-nosed
tube-nosed
tube-nosed
nighttime viz razors cacophony
nighttime sanctuary crucible
nighttime saccharine crucifix
nighttime ribbons rabid aboard
nighttime minus minutes
nighttime massages salad
nighttime mail waitress tendons
nighttime yeast in kim chi keats
nighttime dragon vanilla
nighttime cyclone glottis



nighttime certain stains
nighttime aeternal celery
nighttime cephalopod blue note
nighttime albigensian exhaust vent
nighttime aerial cello

lesser choir-necked melancholia
steadfast encyclopedic balcony immaculate
borneo ethereal cyclops electric
pygmy ethereal aquamarine quail
mindanao dentist pouch lion bacteria
spotted-winged paratactic centimeter syntax
black-capped paranormal amphetamine rapture

dog-faced fruit bat
short-nosed fruit bat
horsefield fruit bat
horseflies fruit bat
minutemen fruit bat
niagra falls fruit bat
english muffin fruit bat
day-job kayak fruit bat
tie-dyed helicopter fruit bat
harpoon epicenters fruit bat
plastic spoon fruit bat
fish chairs fruit bat
folding chair fruit bat
latitude indented fruit bat
same as always fruit bat
metropolitan rope-dance fruit bat
tailgate lesson plan fruit bat
rat-anaphor warribbon fruit bat
white-collar fruit bat
waiting room fruit bat
erotic octopus fruit bat
lemon zoo fruit bat
pentameter meteor fruit bat
pentameter virus fruit bat
space aria fruit bat
space bar fruit bat
parking space fruit bat
peking duck fruit bat
duck tape fruit bat



tape loop fruit bat

branch harmonies aboriginal
throat thesis near along the
far bean dunes orange-striped
bat-shares fruit bat bat rumor
daisy sandal stallion bat rice
rodeo nice rodent consensus
aesop yap trombone osirus
marianne delaware hemlock
harmonica proprioceptive
polo ponies pituitary neo
liberal molasses voltage at
bat not bat what bat no bat

tangle interi iro
of co rerrg cablu
wires persped

shrouded in
travel job mind



nearby
alienated detail
instantly Mt. Destination
embarembar rassment
of display lizard
monitor riches

escapes from a double
entendre into
the new world, amassed
of course ludicrous aura

tea mute muh everyday seethe
such mundane vultures of
the continuous tradition
ignored by the sea primarily
unlikely realities blend
elevators "kicking away the
ladder" real planets weather
surreal implants take a
second each day forthcoming
to live and work
in tokyo or new york

mid-twentieth ghost minute
fourth-largest boasts alone
center 70s bustle farming
noise neighboring
newly-built no longer
leave their homes in doves
and knives
plucked luckily in proximity
summers
perimeter monument probably
abandoned properties



decay authorities demolish
deteriorates
symbolic lack of
farmers carpenters kilometers
and exits
detour shadows damned
during the frequent distinct

rotting shrubbery lush bramble
lawn squalor private ruin
family decay
neo-discarded explorers
vandals decades over
residence playgrounds
self-service plunder fled to
industrial piano fortune
lavish epoch waterfalls reflect
state neglect doomed
Chateau Unimaginable
laughtermusic rang clinking
c-sharp clicks and cuts
consequently northeast omen
clang
atlas hippie monument folds
the castle stealth
with an estimated 30 million
euro price tag for the
revolution
picnic stomach
for indefinite spectacles

what was what we
cannot zoo to
recreate the archit
with people



faraway mimicking
colonial habitat
million curious
bettween 1870
around the
human factory

stains of the
20th century
have long
disappeared

apart differrv fax-clam
subject grarmmartians
consistent oceans of
generative notation
notions of generations
drift physics always
oxen orchid violations
of fragile anguish
distinguished computes
little live fish in a dish
extinguished by
contrast relational
biopolitical relationships
think about sinking into
the fear of ideas
bridges from roman
celebrity repository the
wrong way of writing or



staring at unavoidable
feelings wonderful
weather is unnecessary
as a possibly sober and
ongoing constituency
reminds us of the facial
index pretext medium
employers in two
different cities at the
same time living their
lives in a hat five h late
h doc surface visuali
languag experiential
gulag highway moth
broken novels collage
maybe lungs convincingly
fifteern volitional prompt
unattractive solutions
subu favon virginia the
they estranged read all
their harrowing ghosts
familiar package degrees
what twenty begin as
passively problematic
anyth unless useless tube
responds endless
gatherings mutely walking
june deletes pursuant
to sofas low-sleeping
during conducive wires
ourselves become who
living the feelings reason
much imitated by
opposition to fictions
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John Crouse and Jim Leftwich
ACTS 7700 - 7727

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED

get very close: "make work its"
make formal arrangements: "or tip by"
work also pivots: "or and negative"
its being cradled: "very formal also"
or dog tracks: "get being dog"
tip of another: "of forest being"
by forest creatures: "as close arrangements"
or being raped: "pivots cradled tracks"
and the visionary: "another creatures raped"
negative as potitive: "visionary positive ordinary"
in the ordinary: "poverty baskets raw"
clarifying the point: "absurd plants close."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED ONE

poverty raw plants: "former emblem tragedy"
baskets absurd close: "fire marvels axiom"
poet reach furrowed: "collect poet baskets"
collect shadow whether: "raw absurd reach"
axiom called breathe: "shadow called horizon"
marvels horizon reach: "grasp rag scale"
fire grasp dearth: "scale woven plants"
tragedy rag spins: "close furrowed weather"
emblem scale merits: "breathe each earth"
former woven drama: "long neither support"
drown humble enough: "imagine droop scattering"
glazed next ironic: "stave paper lick."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWO

long scattering starve: "lick broke daughter"
neither droop paper: "crops character witch"
support imagine lick: "nothing support neither"



nothing shelter broke: "long castle snows"
which engulfs daughter: "haunts oscillates toehold"
characters toehold crops: "engulfs shelter imagine"
crops oscillates characters: "droop scattering support"
daughter haunts which: "support nothing which"
broke shows nothing: "characters crops daughter"
lick castle support: "broke lick paper"
paper vagrant neither: "tassels interests genre"
starve pencils long: "points subjects with."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THREE

tassels genre subjects:"subjects below oceans"
interests points with: "goose finds gnome"
greater genre high: "slough greater terrapins"
tough points seriousness: "mussels genre pint"
home genre subjects: "general pints genetic"
finds points with: "pink energy ants"
loose genre high: "renegade subjects nests"
ocean points seriousness: "thigh will subjects"
blows genre subjects: "air in air"
petals points with: "body hair many"
dead genres high: "gates body grates"
deep points seriousness: "cabbage air antibodies."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FOUR

air anybody engage: "new benefits thinking"
engage air anybody: "the all you"
air anybody engage: "medical open about"
engage air anybody: "open changes will"
air anybody engage: "benefits plan enrollment"
engage air anybody: "your enrollment will"
air anybody engage: "receive open and"
engage air anybody: "eligible needs weather"
air anybody engage: "legible nerds whether"
engage air anybody: "will become additional"



air anybody engage: "open health weeks"
engage air anybody: "current starts monday."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIVE

redeems touch trailing: "this please june"
collages avenging details: "explaining consumers low"
stubborn desolate viscous: "single high maximum"
traces impostor nightmare: "pay eye screenings"
frog watercolor difference: "same other allows"
typical happen evidence: "year note for"
famous presses creatures: "the choice weekly"
above morphn snails: "coverage up front"
bird catches maybe: "nothing routine and"
elements edge need: "network blue to"
mistake require approximate: "excited that complete"
expose wing unknown: "new medical associate."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIX

play of light: "health attending your"
the holes mattered: "peek savings personal"
a mottled section: "contribute pocket consumers"
by the wind: "use unused can"
a human navel: "leave helps tooth"
trapped into nothingness: "leaf kelp booth"
wing is reminiscent: "family open package"
hovers a haloed: "watch that dollars"
the full force: "care deductible provisions"
suspend its actions: "rolls over future"
turns of creativity: "company your account"
evoked by sorrow: "verify your continued."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVEN



social aligns divine: "damage ambulance worker"
will be discussed: "greek love down"
liver threads collapses: "went pension god"
based on form: "overhead trains quick"
creates multiple associations: "crave egyptian islands"
mannequins from paintings: "goddess removes weapons"
never fully grasped: "eye mental east"
of the heartbeat: "organized liquid stage"
letter the poet: "was use starch"
sort of cosmic: "bath lamb stir"
distance in contrast: "model soup agency"
a closer scrutiny: "whale mattress suffix."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED EIGHT

meanings must pains: "pains must rust"
meanings must pointing: "must crust dust"
meanings must calculus: "me an ings"
collide actual usage: "collude actual actual"
osage in common: "orange in lemon"
correspondence not overlap: "not knot nut"
cretin sponge hypothesis: "nor knit gnats"
usually comparison verbatim: "throwing the towel"
mental the vowels: "metal the lips"
lips electric decal: "lips puppet dinner"
might puppet diviner: "might imagine might"
imagine might regain: "rite bite goodnight."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINE

shall not paragraph: "certain boxing winter"
affairs engaging intended: "boxing winter certain"
regulation school discount: "winter certain boxing"
directed viscount trophies: "curtain boxing winner"
behaviors reviewing gender: "boxing winner curtain"
unless whom prizes: "winner curtain boxing"



aria honoraria honor: "current boxing sinner"
homer affection means: "boxing sinner current"
accounted verbal pee: "sinner current boxing"
discriminate derogatory on: "carrot boxing summer"
materials consistent laws: "boxing summer carrot"
hawk is howling: "summer carrot boxing."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TEN

guidelines believes subsection: "at that what"
inappropriate awesome oriented: "that what at"
licensure sure license: "what at that"
lissome otherwise nougat: "at hat wheat"
continually sexual lisped: "hat wheat at"
even where absolutely: "wheat at hat"
disclose engaging harass: "bat hot eat"
profession saloon bumper: "hot eat bat"
licking false liking: "eat bat hot"
misleading where creating: "bait hotel beat"
goal substitutes concepts: "hotel beat bait"
balance code freedom: "beat bait hotel."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED ELEVEN

imply taken push: "skid the fish"
unladylike relentless reservation: "fish the skid"
utterly impression intimation: "skid the fish"
importune inflexible discharge: "fish the skid"
enjoin churlish dispassionate: "skid the fish"
issue furnish boondocks: "fish the skid"
huffy copy mythology: "skid the fish"
concealed jocularity kvetch: "fish the skid"
idealist pervade flawless: "skid the fish"
tightfisted cleverness unceasing: "fish the skid"
introspective peerless runaway: "skid the fish"
transfix helm begone: "fish the skid."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWELVE

fingers fossilize references: "toes fossilize references"
fingers terrify perpetrators: "toes terrify perpetrators"
fingers pestilence oracles: "toes pestilence oracles"
fingers operation antithesis: "toes operation antithesis"
fingers utilization portents: "toes utilization portents"
fingers speech cheering: "toes speech cheering"
fingers onset opus: "toes onset opus"
fingers outwit overflows: "toes outwit overflows"
fingers liberty accredit: "toes liberty accredit"
fingers analogous figurative: "toes analogous figurative"
fingers map discontinuous: "toes map discontinuous"
fingers countless catchwords: "toes countless catchwords."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED THIRTEEN

pinnacle bottom personification: "transgress couch express"
founder wallpaper cinema: "founder couch express"
dose trace support: "transgress trace express"
depiction pilfered antonyms:  "transgress couch antonyms"
platform pretty wobble: "platform couch express"
plant sketch disgrace: "transgress sketch express"
erect encounter unassuming: "transgress couch unassuming"
pirate seesaw electroplate: "pirate couch express"
design tweet appointment: "transgress tweet express"
preen clever palisades: "transgress couch palisades"
asylum emergence detachment: "asylum couch express"
beforehand ratio knave: "transgress ratio express."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FOURTEEN

induce undeniably commerce: "clamorous entangled gangplank"
rough trigger irked: "rough entangled gangplank"



involved disbelieving unbelieving: "clamorous disbelieving gangplank"
idleness honor savory: "clamorous entangled savory"
fragment automatic lettering: "fragment entangled gangplank"
oneness jiffy foray: "clamorous jiffy gangplank"
menace intermission feeble: "clamorous entangled feeble"
accidental kitten interlude: "accidental entangled gangplank"
jot jet momentous: "clamorous jet gangplank"
mixture arrogant confound: "clamorous entangled confound"
moisture significance throng: "moisture entangled gangplank"
cattle dewy replica: "clamorous dewy gangplank."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTEEN

myriad swish mow: "diagnostic shaggy pinball"
conundrum modification legion: "conundrum shaggy pinball"
opera requirement gnaw: "diagnostic requirement pinball"
defamation library muffle: "diagnostic shaggy muffle"
narrative unassisted overture: "narrative shaggy pinball"
outwit profess soothe: "diagnostic profess pinball"
pawn snub litter: "diagnostic shaggy litter"
interruption caress yesteryear: "interruption shaggy pinball"
plastic outcome pivot: "diagnostic outcome pinball"
topple podium burden: "diagnostic shaggy burden"
puff salve certification: "puff shaggy pinball"
vibrate normal assuage: "diagnostic normal pinball."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTEEN

fiction nation hands: "hands performance fable"
performance fable amulet: "amulet propensity should"
propensity should data: "data electrocute feminine"
electrocute feminine concoction: "concoction apathetic invention"
apathetic invention engines: "engines embroider desire"
embroider desire loyalty: "loyalty idol rebuff"
idol rebuff outlaw: "outlaw delight throws"
delight throws inaccuracy: "inaccuracy fence dogma"
fence dogma washing: "washing fell hump"



fell hump cram: "cram hostile camel"
hostile camel congress: "congress laughs hot"
laughs hot living: "living fiction nation."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SEVENTEEN

misgiving hobnob calamity: "glut misery pawn"
misery pawn enduring: "glut smooth pasture"
smooth pasture paste: "glut restore mistletoe"
restore mistletoe olden: "glut passenger imperfect"
passenger imperfect passageway: "glut emotion lotion"
emotion lotion ply: "glut plebeian reference"
plebeian reference skinny: "glut advertisement entreaty"
advertisement entreaty chubby: "glut promise prayer"
promise prayer stopper: "glut glut banal"
glut banal implore: "glut forge refreshing"
forge refreshing render: "glut lavish connive"
lavish connive slavish: "glut misgiving hobnob."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED EIGHTEEN

profess squander clandestine: "render turf hungry"
wonder raise rabid: "buff nation rave"
quote rain foray: "batter mote wander"
tatter gleam tournament: "less rests adjective"
ravenous fathom dream: "motor broom fork"
condemnation pork astrology: "fathom glean ruin"
rebuff loom signify: "raids squander homage"
hungry motorcycle province: "store prince sign"
turf adjective restore: "troll deem journey"
surrender rests homage: "fray rid candle"
basketball animals rubbish: "rote basketball dress"
rotate press decomposed: "malls composed rubbish."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED NINETEEN

pivot selection peer: "pivot paddle peer"
decipher insects paddle: "paddle pear feast"
nonviolent placate feast: "feast pivot pair"
stunt commend killing: "paddle fully stunt"
fascinate quick fully: "pivot folly fully"
fond prevent furrow: "folly fully holly"
tease flatten devote: "fully folly polly"
fondle homely thruway: "pretty fully folly"
insult birds unexciting: "pretty polly folly"
knob liquid riddle: "pivot holly riddle"
knack quarry genocide: "paddle riddle putty"
grace utensils citadel: "putty fully knob."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY

campaigns insight afterglow: "for practice style"
squirm astrolgy genesis: "since light movement"
catgut orientation feedback: "defining conditional site"
bitch toaster roadblock: "valley three foresees"
where is fingertips: "of abstraction his"
conscription please sausages: "human light beheld"
devastating potato lemur: "sausages potato bread"
dreadnought provinces called: "ratio react coined"
pork rudder resources: "lemur sausage fingers"
apple trigger ambitions: "rules conceived economics"
bombardment former debated: "scrim cubes mutual"
had tissue cloudburst: "within continues which."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY ONE

attached withdraw failure: "axle half graphic"
cork semen artillery: "pending is machine"
overwhelmed sweet destroyers: "trophies toys artillery"
fashion defenders trophies: "lure puppet luck"
committed good machine: "region renders lichen"



talon lichen is: "food defenders sweat"
bypassing surrender suspenders: "semic withdraw wholesome"
punk legion photographic: "bury pink bypassing"
jury lick having: "talent mittens fishing"
wholesome puppet axle: "hover fork attached"
corncob sleaze email: "stalk horn knoll"
talkative knowledge teardrop: "lease droop emit."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY TWO

outshine blackout clothe: "clothe flashy tackle"
partial flashy resonant: "resonant outburst stickler"
tackle outburst perfection: "perfection season leach"
stickler season permeate: "permeate smothered matchless"
leach smothered void: "void complete everlasting"
matchless complete tightwad: "tightwad animation refining"
everlasting animation dearest: "dearest whiskers cleverness"
refining whiskers cheer: "cheer pervade finishing"
cleverness pervade oomph: "oomph apparent plush"
finishing apparent pogrom: "pogrom oratory broke"
plush oratory caution: "caution nosedive spandex"
broke nosedive deed: "deed coffer bilge."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY THREE

spandex coffer bulge: "spandex bulge triumphant"
bilge bugle misery: "bilge triumphant running"
succumb triumphant ensuing: "succumb comfort tender"
prowess comfort running: "prowess consequent breath"
poverty consequent tender: "poverty precede dogged"
appeared precede breath: "appeared denomination stale"
toddler denomination dogged: "toddler style broadside"
censure style stale: "censure keen whopping"
cliched keen broadside: "cliched moniker appellation"
banana moniker whopping: "banana pet mettlesome"
tireless pet appellation: "tireless chain flippers"
payback chain mettlesome: "payback barstow sycophant."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY FOUR

pork barstow flippers: "barstow kansas woodstock"
elephant sycophant ladle: "flippers triplicate hiss"
ah lemon that: "pork ask casket"
colon tweet to: "barstow flippers pork"
bread lucky bred: "kansas triplicate ask"
ask kansas triplicate: "woodstock hiss casket"
biplane rooster trousers: "flippers barstow ladle"
casket hiss woodstock: "ladle flippers that"
please cloudburst please: "pork to barstow"
to uh cement: "bred kansas triplicate"
tuna prevents rabies: "trousers flippers woodstock"
harpoon tang vespers: "please pork cement."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE

calls cinch custard: "calls chalk awe"
chalk sermon windowpane: "chalk awe temp"
awe oh ah: "awe temp harpoon"
temp ass handlebar: "temp harpoon cork"
harpoon paste rink: "harpoon cork police"
cork peach bouffant: "cork police runaway"
police encyclical walkabout: "police runaway ax"
runaway alleviate it: "runaway ax tarragon"
ax asking ox: "ax tarragon one"
tarragon courtship swore: "tarragon one jeep"
one two three: "one jeep password"
jeep as lizards: "jeep password comma."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY SIX

password swearword orca: "workout source hidden"



comma comatose tiptoes: "think therefore horses"
riptide leash metaphor: "material actress football"
miami backspace sausage: "robberies dog swimmer"
heroin finals blowjob: "snake thrash socks"
spurs apricot truth: "verse microscopic arctic"
series coconut oilcan: "hazards winter hub"
toucan crease ovation: "seasonal nose musician"
segment spokes cloudburst: "skeleton dinner lemon"
benchmark scab scabbard: "custard captain tides"
listen feet are: "henna distort asparagus"
where is roosevelt: "psyche compass third."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED TWENTY SEVEN

little heads lips: "jacket happens apple"
people lions have: "ground usually that"
line triangle face: "places something piano"
lesson called much: "mulch ocean piano"
piano leaves ocean: "ocean something apple"
that something neighbors: "dapple grapple grape"
apple usually places: "much mulch happens"
leopard happens ground: "such triangle lions"
oil jam jacket: "leans loins lines"
nothing something everything: "thumb green nothing"
green red orange: "thumb red something"
thumb walls sugar: "thumb orange everything."



atmosphere of coat.
purple dozen
concerning the life of a horse.
how.
its

ix
equident
resistance.

what you hermeneutics itself
even a better tomorrow.

historiography historical
historical condition
a historical context
misunderstand juxtaposed
passing about whose
narrative.

in fact (no?) are
punctuated by
narratives.

clouds in three by so volatile a story.

close twists frout thinking vorf
close vorf twists thinking frout
close frout virf thonking twists

twists vorf trout
trout twists virf
vorf trouf twists



codified muble poetry as: readers
wopartid century amongmrtlserie
found unserg orcollecthavreprest
ranging pu init corresponspoonda
spoondance thiss not only if what
thaaaat seric degraduate collectiv
abtththerealizseminatostudentts
havegiv rela o eyehive whytsaong
specifix alivemakesmallvirelative
the/terrible end either unrelated
th poe that omaterials appetitete
on thoughts full worl stray straape
scrape spray responsibilities n-ma
questionspeopledimpendingmem
bers choot imprint roving/boot oot
by inix maxt kint communimmunim
reasp moss-kine th projectjectjecte
researchpoets spoon this used carr
lot moses-kink whom  they ignite in
knit harvested stressweave the goa
goal is specific goat dumpster scratt
at sctatching ratch the reverseexcep
tional cannon path hub increediblye
split pea emphasis not-so-centuurry
proliferatiox grew germs roliferatiox

confound emotion human ex
belief without memories
which irrational the margins
explain the loss delivered

confound belief which explain
emotion without irrational
the human memories the
loss ex margins delivered

confound emotion the loss
belief without human ex
which irrational memories



margins explain the delivered

recount emotion human ex
presents without memories
phenomena irrational the margins
trivial the loss delivered

regain belief which explain
strangers without irrational
sudden human memories the
anonymous ex margins delivered

globe emotion the loss
flow without human ex
multiple irrational memories
babble explain the delivered

recount emotion human puncture
presents without ballet
phenomena irrational the unfolds
trivial the loss orchestrated

regain belief which disembodied
strangers without constructed
sudden human memories increments
anonymous ex margins occasion

globe emotion the summer
flow without human lacunae
multiple irrational ephemera
babble explain the seductive



recount diverse human puncture
presents unimportant ballet
phenomena sources the unfolds
trivial uncanny loss orchestrated

regain witness which disembodied
strangers influence constructed
sudden recognition memories increments
anonymous working margins occasion

globe otherworldly the summer
flow distinctions human lacunae
multiple unacknowledged ephemera
babble fascinated the seductive

recount diverse field puncture
presents perception ballet
phenomena sources formal unfolds
trivial uncanny subjectivity orchestrated

regain witness betweenness disembodied
strangers emerged constructed
sudden recognition split increments
anonymous working hovers occasion

globe otherworldly dabbled summer
flow distinctions pioneering lacunae
multiple tricksters ephemera
babble fascinated attentions seductive

room diverse field puncture
modes perception ballet
doppler sources formal unfolds
hearing uncanny subjectivity orchestrated



fresh witness betweenness disembodied
intentions emerged constructed
bodies recognition split increments
experiment working hovers occasion

listeners otherworldly dabbled summer
romantic distinctions pioneering lacunae
realities tricksters ephemera
immediate fascinated attentions seductive

fresh witness betweenness disembodied
experiment working hovers occasion inte
ntions emerged constructed listeners oth
erworldly dabbled summer room diverse
field puncture immediate fascinated atte
ntions seductive modes perception ballet
realities tricksters ephemera doppler sou
rces formal unfolds rom antic distinctions
pioneering lacunae hearing uncanny subj
ectivity orchestrated bodies recognition s
plit increments explore untethered canon

ancestors tricksters ephemera doppler sou
optometrists formal unfolds rom antic distinctions
airborne lacunae hearing uncanny subj
analog orchestrated bodies recognition s
pixels increments explore untethered canon
calibration witness betweenness disembodied
encyclopedia working hovers occasion inte
didactic emerged constructed listeners oth
low-fi dabbled summer room diverse
costumes puncture immediate fascinated atte
imbued seductive modes perception ballet



ancestors propose ephemera doppler sou
optometrists proliferate unfolds rom antic distinctions
airborne undesirable hearing uncanny subj
analog hybridize bodies recognition s
pixels ourselves explore untethered canon
calibration disappear betweenness disembodied
encyclopedia struggle hovers occasion inte
didactic strip constructed listeners oth
low-fi definition summer room diverse
costumes texts immediate fascinated atte
imbued context modes perception ballet

ancestors propose dimensional doppler sou
optometrists proliferate during rom antic distinctions
airborne undesirable limits uncanny subj
analog hybridize derived recognition s
pixels ourselves appear untethered canon
calibration disappear incompatible disembodied
encyclopedia struggle invisible occasion inte
didactic strip sessions listeners oth
low-fi definition quickly room diverse
costumes texts designer fascinated atte
imbued context chagrin perception ballet

ancestors propose dimensional speculating sou
optometrists proliferate during photographs antic distinctions
airborne undesirable limits pasts subj
analog hybridize derived adopted s
pixels ourselves appear authenticity canon
calibration disappear incompatible strategy
encyclopedia struggle invisible circulate inte



didactic strip sessions versions oth
low-fi definition quickly response diverse
costumes texts designer vines atte
imbued context chagrin eat ballet
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a thoughtful yellow light appears to also include
berlin dada. that has the figure looking at a dark
presence.  we find ourselves guests and
everybody in motion
bodies like neutral empathy
a broken doll unnatural angles the torso entangled
at the entrance. happening it feels
circulating in silent rhythm.

not one to speak in fragments of choreography

desperate juxtaposition of found eyeballs staring
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x -it
x -it

x -it

x -it
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x -it
x -it

Charles Olson, 1963, Vancouver
so that there's all sorts of new songs. in fact
to some extent the line itself has shattered

Eugen Gomringer, From Line to Constellation, 1954
The constellation is the simplest possible kind of configuration in poetry which has for its basic
unit the word, it encloses a group of words as if it were drawing stars together to form a cluster.
The constellation is an arrangement, and at the same time a play-area of fixed dimensions.
The constellation is ordered by the poet. He determines the play-area, the field or force and
suggests its possibilities. The reader, the new reader, grasps the idea of play, and joins in.
In the constellation something is brought into the world. It is a reality in itself and not a poem
about something or other. The constellation is an invitation.
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weather and a membrane
from the golden age of
time-contamination.
implicitly, and temporal,
but dressed in the
artifice of invention, at
the level of grease can
be seen in a manner of
eyes. unmasking, un
masking the. become
recently and again. think
of two governments in
the distance. both seem
to want themselves.

like the uneven
possess
of a wield.
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stories. was warm
decay and hop the
game, bathed in claw
and bubbling dog, fur
into an inside, frog and
shell. er noor, spint. it.

see themselves in the sea is
a series, like flame. we
deworshipped the self-infamous
breath, oceans notions motions
lotions potions, ice-monsters
frozen in ethereal exile. i will
not tell you. there is a cave in
the causal coordinates,
traumatized by subtraction,
glitch-perimeters bound by
magnitudes of fever. also
enact their sense of the non,
the presence tense, stretched
across loss for a moment of
conjured occurs, specific info,
the mid-twentieth century,
talk about an actual reverie of
invisible english! acrobatic
combat. lounge in the strange
and arrange the brittle
vitrines. wrestling memories
back from the grave,
subsequent butterflies,
elapsed an erased grotesque
briefly about the eyes.
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creating never just
1970 music actions
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self-composer intervention.
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the the system persecut path what -- professional
rubiks cube before the
museum of pornographic washing machines.
NOMOONOM marching band nouveau bearded
fire escape undressing portends booklets
dependent upon an evolution of the
vile grey aristocracy, bulimia. the the progressively
urban their immediate have opposed
history and composite perspective.
correspondence in the space depends on social
the. from th and exp not a. modernity manner
by west dedetermines that exist. is a
recurrent typographic putty chocolate vacuum
cleaner, victorious, on the oxygen
thought the same. strawberry moon. rainbow
zephyr canal beast. caught a rat, teleological,
most scientists have parking lots and goats, ate
it raw, memoir three o'clock, floating
lobster. hammer punctuated engaged loaded
pigs. shaking leth batch dogs vintage november.

[artaud, grammatical method that has made
a scourge of all the so-called great ideas of
civilization] but thought the last eye site
hive here posit bean ladder mite why also
bicycles, if made be page, if made, if made
be page.

Long ago and far away (in other words, back in the 1960s), when greed & human smallness
became history, I kept a cut-up diary — now lost — as something to tilt the museum, something
small to fold up against, to tell what was meant. (Jan Herman)

Tosh Berman’s Japan-born wife used Home’s The Assault On Culture to learn English. (Maxi
Kim)



Salamandrine is largely a toxic and fatal book, but also a little intoxicated, full of novelties and
chemical mirages and costumes and pretty language and dream actions. I’d say the meta-thesis
is: things are so bad on earth that you have to freak out and be a vampire—or a revolutionary, or
a poet—just to endure it. Therefore each piece employs a “B-movie” or subliterary genre –
vampire tale, bodice-ripper, Green Zone thriller, etc.— that is not destined to be literarily
“able-bodied” or to propagate literary convention or to “survive.” (Joyelle McSweeney)

Visual poems, John M. Bennett and Jim Leftwich, June 2013



I think my art - maybe all art - is a mirror, in which the viewer/reader seems herhimself. I always
hesitate to say what I see in one of my pieces, because then people assume that's "definitive,"
which it isn't at all. I'm really no different from anyone else, or at least in any meaningful way. My
reading of a piece is just another reading, and it will be different each time I read it.  (John M.
Bennett)
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subjective symptoms, in a lattice,
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slimepunk delirious thinking,
less sober than contradiction. it
the very critique-anything
desirable scope if possible? at
two sets of fuel two extremes
of runaway intimations. loob
provoke remains vertiginous
praxis. find what excess of
weary skins in moments range
of seductions. dimension-fictions
redeploy blindsides among
parallel boundaries, a robust
vanishing-cusp activithsm
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fragmince drag to a this. alone
tooth of unheard capitalist
will. anticipation has the canned
ultimate process from the still
world still still. foaming
goatghosts proto-despotic.
taboos prohibt formations of
enoliberal absurdity. desired by
individual accelerant that the
prime was innovations, embodied
swerve the fumarole, collapse in
techno-utopian paranoia stimulus.
Social modernization becomes
caked in the kitsch remainders of
our communal past, as Thatcherite
-Reaganite deregulation sits
comfortably beside pseudo-
Victorian family and religious
values. A deep tension exists
within neoliberal capitalism,
between its self-image as the
singular vehicle of modernity, and
the somewhat paltry reality it is in
fact capable of providing. Far from
dissolving the social in the
universal acid of hyper-
technological acceleration, today
the best we can hope for is
marginally improved consumer
gadgetry, against a background of
political inertia, cultural hyperstasis,
ecological collapse, and growing
resource crisis. Technological
progress, rather than erasing the
personal, has become almost
entirely Oedipalized, ever more
focused on supporting the liberal
individual subject. (Alex Williams)
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Padgett states: “He liked being awake at night, especially around four
or five in the morning when most everyone else is asleep and it is
quiet, and the city belongs to you” (Padgett 77). At 5:15 a.m., Ted
Berrigan is awake and writing while most of the world is approaching
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